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During the past decade many genomes have been sequenced from fungal and oomycete 
pathogens that interact biotrophically with plants, i.e. they thrive at least initially on living 
plant tissue. This has revealed genomes that often encode hundreds of proteins predicted to 
be secreted based on N-terminal signal peptides. Most of these proteins are unique or found 
only within restricted phylogenetic clades (Franceschetti et al., 2017). They are predicted to 
be “effectors”, i.e. proteins that in some way contribute to virulence of the pathogen (see 
below). The fact that these filamentous microbes have hundreds of candidate effector genes is 
in stark contrast to bacterial pathogens, which typically have an order of magnitude fewer 
effector candidate genes. Even though most of these hundreds of effectors currently lack 
evidence for significant roles in virulence, it is still striking that many of them appear to 
contribute measurably to virulence and that several of them seem to physically interact with 
numerous host proteins. In this Opinion Piece, we discuss these observations and attempt to 
address the apparent need for hundreds of effector candidate genes in these species. We 
suggest that this requirement in part reflects the necessity for effectors to target defence-
unrelated susceptibility components. Many of these, in turn, may be monitored (“guarded”) 
by resistance-triggering immune sensors. Potentially, pathogen success depends on additional 
sets of effectors dedicated to suppress this kind of surveillance. 
Plant immunity is complex and organised in layers described by the so-called “zig-zag 
model” (Jones and Dangl, 2006). Plants exploit the fact that pathogens display indispensable 
Pathogen-Associated Molecular Patterns (PAMPs). These molecules are generally recognised 
by plant plasma membrane-resident Pattern Recognition Receptors (PRRs), which activate 
Pattern-Triggered Immunity (PTI). To suppress PTI, pathogens secrete and deliver effectors 
to the host. Some effectors are thought to be transferred to the host cytosol, where they may 
be recognised by nucleotide-binding leucine-rich repeat-type receptors, also referred to as 
NOD-Like Receptor (NLR) proteins. This recognition leads to effector-triggered immunity 
(ETI), which can include localised host programmed cell death, also called the hypersensitive 
response. When genetic variants of receptor genes determine if ETI is triggered, they are 
referred to as resistance (R) genes. When genetic variants of effector genes induce ETI, then 
they are termed avirulence (Avr) genes. NLR proteins can recognise effectors directly or 
indirectly. Indirect recognition, based on monitoring an effector’s action on the host target, 
provides the potential for NLR proteins to detect many effectors from the same or different 
pathogens. Some effectors serve to suppress ETI. An example is bacterial AvrRpt2, which 
suppresses RPM1-mediated immunity triggered by AvrRPM1. It does this by cleaving plant 
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RIN4 that otherwise is phosphorylated by AvrRPM1 (Jones and Dangl, 2006). An example in 
filamentous fungi is the effector SvrPm3a1/f1, recently identified in the wheat powdery 
mildew pathogen. SvrPm3a1/f1 suppresses immunity mediated by the R protein, Pm3a/f, which 
in turn recognises the effector AvrPm3a2/f2 (Bourras et al., 2016). As discussed below, we 
anticipate ETI-suppressing effectors to be common. Recent functional analyses of effector 
repertoires in various filamentous pathogens brought up some remarkable findings, which 
consequently raised two important aspects that we will discuss. 
Genomes of filamentous pathogens often encode hundreds of candidate effectors. So 
why does loss of function of some individual effectors have a severe impact on pathogen 
virulence? Investigations into the potential roles of these genes have included measuring the 
effects of experimentally impairing individual effectors through gene silencing or deletion. 
Such genetic approaches provide first evidence for a putative role in pathogenesis, which can 
be followed by functional studies unravelling the effector’s molecular mechanisms. It has 
thus been straightforward to identify effector candidates that appear to contribute to 
virulence. For example, the expression of genes from the barley powdery mildew fungus 
(Blumeria graminis f.sp. hordei) can be suppressed through transient expression of hairpin 
constructs of the gene sequence in the host; a process called Host-Induced Gene Silencing 
(HIGS). This experimental approach was used to screen over 80 effector candidate genes. 
Most of those showed no significant contribution to virulence, potentially due to functional 
redundancy or the fact that they operate at a stage in the disease not included in the study. 
Yet, we successfully identified 21 that seemingly contribute to virulence (e.g. Pliego et al., 
2013). The smut pathogen of maize, Ustilago maydis, also encodes hundreds of effector 
candidates, many of which are shared with other smut fungi. Although functional redundancy 
is clearly observed, knock-outs of individual effectors can attenuate virulence (reviewed in 
Lanver et al., 2017). Likewise, the rice blast fungus Magnaporthe oryzae encodes many 
effector candidates, and yet single knock-outs can compromise virulence (e.g. Zhang and Xu, 
2014). Moreover, whilst the genome of the oomycete pathogen, Phytophthora infestans, 
potentially encodes >500 RXLR-type effectors, silencing of AVR3a alone led to a reduction 
in virulence (Whisson et al., 2016). In contrast to these examples from filamentous 
organisms, the bacterial pathogen Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato (Pst) possesses an order 
of magnitude fewer effectors (approximately 30), and yet simultaneous loss of multiple 
effectors is required to impact pathogenic efficiency measurably, indicating a high level of 
functional redundancy in the effector repertoire (Kvitko et al., 2009).  
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Based on these facts, a key question arises: why does loss of so many individual 
effectors in filamentous plant pathogens lead to significant reductions in virulence? There are 
several possible explanations, including:  
1) Many filamentous pathogens undergo complex infection stage transitions, 
involving the development of specialised structures for cell wall penetration, such as 
appressoria, or for host cell manipulation, such as haustoria. These structures are in intimate 
interaction with individual host cells for extended periods. Each stage may require the action 
of several factors that facilitate distinct structural changes in the host to accommodate the 
developmental changes in the pathogen. An example is stimulating the host cell to form the 
extrahaustorial membrane with specific host proteins associated with it; this is likely to be 
orchestrated by effector activity (e.g. reviewed in Whisson et al., 2016). Effectors may also 
be involved in facilitating or promoting nutrient acquisition, the requirements of which may 
be more complex than for bacteria – from manipulation of biosynthetic pathways to transport 
of metabolites. This may be particularly so for obligate biotrophic fungal pathogens. These 
microbial pathogens are utterly dependent on the living host for their food, and it is not 
difficult to see why several effectors are needed to manipulate host metabolism for the 
purposes of nutrition. The numbers of metabolic pathways and the numbers of potential 
effector targets in each pathway are potentially large.  
2) There are examples of ETI-suppressing effectors. Given the relatively extended 
interaction time with the host cell, plus the potential need to manipulate complex processes 
for nutrition and nutrient exchange, there are more opportunities for host immunity to be 
triggered. Consequently, additional effectors may be required to, for example, suppress 
specific ETI events resulting from NLR-mediated monitoring of nutrition-related processes. 
In this case, silencing any of these effectors would release and trigger a successful immune 
response, resulting in decreased virulence (see also below).  
3) Filamentous plant pathogens can have broad host ranges. It is possible that some 
effectors are host-specific, explaining the expansions in the overall effector repertoire. 
Moreover, rust fungi alternate between two distinct hosts, each expected to require separate 
sets of effectors for their colonisation. Nevertheless, bacterial pathogens with lower effector 
numbers may also have broad host ranges, suggesting that this alone cannot explain the need 
for large number of effectors. In addition to distinct hosts, filamentous pathogens may 
colonise distinct host tissues, with separate effector requirements. This is the case for U. 
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maydis, which deploys different effectors to colonise and manipulate the vegetative and floral 
parts of maize (Redkar et al., 2017).   
4) An additional explanation could be that silencing one candidate effector actually 
results in alteration in activity, biosynthesis and/or delivery of others. To our knowledge this 
has not been investigated systematically in filamentous pathogen effectors, but has been 
observed for the expression of other fungal genes.  5) A more prosaic reason why so many effectors give a clear and severe phenotype 
when silenced could be that the effectors selected for characterisation have been the most 
highly expressed, i.e. are more easily detected by transcriptome and proteome studies. This 
was the case for those effector candidates studied by Pliego et al. (2013), and it is reasonable 
to expect that highly expressed effectors are also those that contribute most to virulence.  
6) The methods used to measure the significance of effectors in virulence may 
provide an alternative set of answers to the conundrum of why so many filamentous effectors 
appear essential. For instance, HIGS may not just target an individual gene/transcript, but 
may affect several “off-target” genes simultaneously. One technical solution, which has been 
adopted to address this issue, is to complement the silencing phenotype by transient 
expression of “silencing-immune” transgenes, i.e. genes where synonymous codons are 
systematically replaced throughout the coding sequence (Pliego et al., 2013). Where this has 
been achieved, the complementation assays also address the criticism that expression of a 
transgene in the host may induce non-specific resistance in the affected cells, which would 
show the same phenotype. Thus, the assay helps to reduce the likelihood of false-positives. 
 The large numbers of effectors and the fact that individual effectors often make a 
substantial contribution to virulence are discoveries that are challenging to understand, as 
discussed above. Two recent studies conducted to obtain insight into the plant molecular 
processes influenced by effectors revealed yet more complexity (Weßling et al., 2014; 
Mukhtar et al. 2011): Effector candidates from the phylogenetically distinct pathogens, Pst; 
Golovinomyces orontii (Go) and Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis (Hpa) (representing three 
kingdoms of life: bacteria, fungi and oomycetes, respectively) have a very low number of 
host targets, many of which are shared by multiple effectors. The investigations revealed that 
single pathogen effector proteins in some cases can interact with multiple host proteins, and 
that certain host proteins are seemingly targeted by a multitude of effectors. These host 
proteins are themselves typically highly interconnected within the host protein interactome, 
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suggesting that they are multifunctional. Notably, it was found that several of these host 
proteins are interaction partners of effectors from either a single pathogen (“intraspecies 
convergence”) or different pathogen species (“interspecies convergence”), revealing that 
some pathogen effectors from different kingdoms of life aim at a limited number of highly 
interconnected host proteins (designated as “hubs”; Figure 1). Perhaps surprisingly, the 
majority of these “hub” proteins are functionally not directly related to plant immunity, but 
implicated in a broad number of plant physiological processes. It thus seems that a major task 
of the respective effectors is not to directly undermine plant immunity, but to target plant 
proteins whose activity may in other ways be beneficial to the pathogen. The respective host 
proteins may thus include host “susceptibility factors”; proteins whose activity is beneficial to 
disease development. This view is supported by the genetic analysis carried out in the study 
of Weßling et al. (2014). Approximately 25% of the mutant lines deficient in 124 candidate 
effector targets showed enhanced resistance to Hpa and/or Go, indicating that the encoded 
proteins are required for susceptibility per se, some of which may be negative regulators of 
immunity.  
Taken together, these findings raise a number of intriguing questions: First, why do 
many pathogen effectors appear to have multiple host targets and, second, why do multiple 
effectors apparently target the same host proteins? Again, several explanations are 
conceivable.  
1) There may be structural reasons, as a host target or pathogen effector protein may 
have multiple binding sites on its surface, possibly allowing interaction with several 
interaction partners. Conversely, numerous target or effector proteins that converge on a 
single interaction partner might share a similar structural motif (three-dimensional module), 
serving as a conserved protein-protein interaction interface. Such structural properties could 
result in functional redundancy of pathogen effector proteins that is independent of amino 
acid sequence similarity. This phenomenon may explain why several sequence-diversified 
effectors target the same host components. However, what might be the biological reasons for 
such presumed operative redundancies? Multiple effectors targeting a single host protein 
could buffer against the loss of individual effector genes in the usually highly plastic 
pathogen genomes, driven by evolutionary pressure upon recognition of individual effectors 
by host NLR proteins. It is well known that effectors that are avirulence determinants are 
typically dispensable for the pathogen without any obvious fitness penalty. A number of 
experimental studies support functional redundancy of effector activities; for example, 
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effectors AVR2, AVR3a and Pi02860 of P. infestans suppress INF1-triggered immunity via 
different mechanisms, and several RXLR-type effectors are able to inhibit the flg22-triggered 
immune response (reviewed in Whisson et al., 2016).  
2) Another possible explanation for the observed protein-protein interaction pattern 
might be the sequential delivery of effector proteins targeting the same host proteins, i.e. 
some effectors may target a given host protein early, while others do so later in the infection 
process. In fact, transcriptome studies have revealed that pathogen effector genes may be 
expressed in consecutive “waves” during plant colonization (O'Connell et al., 2012), which 
can be seen in context of the stage transitions referred to above. Successive alternation of 
interacting effectors at host targets could also help to escape recognition by host NLR 
proteins. Effectors might also be cooperative: interaction with multiple effector proteins 
could be necessary to modulate effectively the function of a given host protein.  
3) Some of the proposed host “hub” proteins could play multiple roles in cellular 
homeostasis, and accordingly be present in distinct multi-protein complexes of unique 
composition. Several pathogen effectors might in fact be required for adequate modulation of 
certain complexes involving these host targets in space and time, whereas it is not beneficial 
to target other complexes. Examples of this might be the COP9 signalosome subunit CSN5 
and certain members of the TCP transcription factor family (TCP13, TCP14, TCP15 and 
TCP19), which interact with numerous effector proteins from different pathogen species 
(Weßling et al., 2014; Mukhtar et al. 2011). CSN5 is a COP9 signalosome component 
possibly involved in regulating the activity of hundreds of cullin-RING-type E3 ubiquitin 
ligases (CRLs) through direct interaction. Some of these CRLs (e.g. CRL1 and CRL3) are 
required for efficient plant immunity via salicylic acid-induced protein ubiquitination and 
subsequent degradation, whereas others act as negative regulators of immunity, such as 
NRL1, the target of Pi02860 (Whisson et al., 2016). Likewise, TCP transcription factors 
heterodimerise and interact with a number of transcriptional co-repressors, thereby forming 
discrete protein-protein complexes, which could explain the requirement of apparent effector 
redundancy. 
 4) It is possible, in cases where an effector interacts with more than one host protein 
that those proteins interact with each other either directly or indirectly as part of a complex. 
Interaction with several host proteins may thus be required for correct positioning of an 
effector within the complex to disrupt, modulate or redirect the complex’s activity.  
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5) Although the scenarios outlined above provide plausible explanations for effector-
target promiscuity, we finally cannot fully disregard the possibility that the findings to some 
extent reflect experimental artefacts, e.g. due to the “stickiness” of the respective proteins in 
the yeast-based assays. Although in planta validation of the protein-protein interactions by 
Bimolecular Fluorescence Complementation (BiFC) and the altered pathogen infection 
phenotypes obtained with T-DNA insertion mutants of the predicted host targets largely 
argue against such a possibility, additional experimental analyses will be necessary to 
substantiate further the current view. For example, it will be interesting to find out whether 
effectors targeting the same host protein have similar or diverse three-dimensional protein 
structures. Furthermore, it remains to be seen whether the pathogen effectors activate or 
inhibit target proteins. 
 
The studies of Mukhtar et al. (2011) and Weßling et al. (2014) may provide experimental 
support for the answers to the question why filamentous pathogen genomes encode hundreds 
of secreted effectors and why several of them, despite this, still appear to contribute 
significantly to virulence. Many of the effector targets identified appear to have no direct role 
in immunity, in turn suggesting they are susceptibility components providing additional 
benefits to the pathogen. The fact that knock-out of some targets activates immunity suggests 
that they may include negative regulators of immunity, or that they may be monitored by 
NLRs, and that adapted pathogens secrete additional effectors to suppress this immunity 
activation. As alluded to by Weßling et al. (2014), this would call for yet another set of 
effectors with a role similar to those that suppress NLR-monitoring of the PTI component, 
RIN4 (Jones and Dangl, 2006). Judging by the number of genes causing resistance 
phenotypes when mutated, the set of effectors suppressing NLR-based monitoring may be 
large (Weßling et al., 2014). This kind of one-by-one study of effectors and their targets has 
the potential to uncover such relationships in ways not necessarily possible by classical R 
gene and Avr gene segregations, either because gene variants are not available or because of 
gene redundancy. 
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Figure 1. Scheme visualizing pathogen effector-host effector target promiscuity. The 
blue circles at the bottom represent host proteins, the yellow, green and red circles in the 
upper part represent pathogen effectors. Dashed lines denote protein-protein interactions. A 
One pathogen effector interacts with multiple host proteins. B Intra- (left) and interspecies 
(right) convergence of pathogen effectors on host proteins. Differently coloured effector 
proteins originate from different pathogen species. Host proteins 2 and 4 can be considered as 
“hubs”. 
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